This is the main result of [6] .
About the asymptotic behavior of the solution of (P) under the assumptions A-I~IV, when Re ( -d(x) ) is large in some extend the solution u(x, t) for initial data U Q , u^ with compact support decays exponentially. Namely we have In the case where b(x) =n(x) and c (x) =0, that is, the third boundary value problem we can study the condition on d(x) in detail. decays exponentially, namely E, (u, r 0 , /) <:C exp {3o 0 (r 0 + 2/e) } exp ( -S 2 t) • E, («, oo , 0) .
We should like to remark that the mixed problem (P) is not neces- [8] ). This means that for any T^>0 there is no constant C T such that the energy estimate dt holds for any U Q , u\ £E ^) (*S fi ) , @ R ={x^Q', \x\<^R} . Therefore Theorem 1 says that, when (1. 1) holds, however large the total energy may increase the energy in a bounded region must decrease exponentially.
The proof relies essentially on the idea of [5] and [6] reducing the problem (P) to one with the Dirichlet boundary condition.
The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Prof. A. Inoue, who pointed out the efficacy of the considerations in [5] and [6] to investigate the exponential decay of solution. We could not obtain the results presented here without the discussion with him. § 2. Reduction of the Problem
In the previous paper we showed that the mixed problem ' D u O, 0 =f(x 9 1) in 2 X (0, oo)
Eu (x, f)=g (x, t)
on P X (0, oo)
u (x, 0) = U Q (x) 9u ( Moreover with the aid of consideration of Morawetz [10] we obtain the following theorem, whose proof will be given in the next section. 
In fact since t/ (ff) (^>, g; x) eC°° (fl) for g<=C°°(r) by the regularity theorem for the boundary value problem (2.2) we have Q (5) (£) g e C°° (F) .
Concerning the operator & (5) 
where C m is a constant independent of d, /9.
A proof of this proposition w^ill be given in the last of this section.
Take $2j(?o + l and consider the problem
for the boundary data /(x, t) ^^(FxR 1 ) such that supp /CFX [0, oo).
Through the uniqueness of the solutions of (D) and (D s ), w^hen we denote by u (x, t) the solution of (D) for a boundary data h (x, t) = e s^ -f(x,t), we have v(x,f)=e~9\ x \ti(x 9 t).
Then the following follows immediately from Proposition 3. 1. 
Then for any 0<^d Q , the solution v (x, f) of (D 3 ) satisfies an inequality
Note that the boundai^ value problem for A s with a parameter
•£t> (.r) = gr (a:) on F has an apriori estimate Kreiss [7] and Sakamoto [12] .
Denote U™(p,g;x) the solution w(x) of (3.2) for /=0 and g
We have
from the regularity theorem of an elliptic operator. And the following follows immediatel}^ from the apriori estimate (3.3).
Lemma 3.3. For every g^H m (F) U™(p,g;x} is analytic in
Next, we will show that U™(p,g-,x) can be prolonged analytically 
And by applying Proposition 3. 2 for f(x, t) -q(x)q(t) we have
where a function q (t) is arbitrary if only it satisfies (3. 4) and q (p) ^0.
Since we can find for every p^C a function q(t) satisfying (3.4) and
No^v ^ve set about to prove Proposition 3. 1. In the first place consider the problem in the free space, that is to say, the Cauchy problem. 7 (H  3 ) , j -0, 1 and that 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that Uj^H 1 -
SUpp Uj d \X j \X\ ^^Kf .
Then the solution of the Cauchy problem zvith initial plane t = \
Then the left hand side of (3. 9) is majorated by
On the other hand the Cauchy problem has an energy equality
Using an estimate In order that w (x, ^) of (4. 7) satisfies (4. 5) in a neighborhood of Then the result of Morawetz [10] gives an estimate
Define an operator Q/ by 
QJ(fl,h;x,£) = ( dk{ d%( da' { dt'-exp{-i«$,ff'y + kt')}

• y (x, t;ff',$,k, ft) 3) ( S (ff'\ t'} h (s (ff'\ t'}
and we have Then this operator ^7 is the desired one of (3. 1). § 5. Proof of Theorem 2. 2
The operator ^B (p} is defined for Re^^>0 and we have a relation which shows
Taking account of the boundedness of <? 5| ' r| on T 7 , Theorem 2 of [6] shows that (2. 5) holds for Re ^>0.
From now on we show (2.5) for -8 0 <^Re p<^2;U G . The solution of the problem
is expressed by the operator ^ as MITSURU TKAWA
First we show (2.5) for g(s)^^)(F 1 ). Let m (f) e 3) (0, O and pose h(s,t)=g(s)m(f).
Suppose that m(p)=^=0 for p = fjL + ik. Then m; x, t)dt . m (p)
Hence we have By calculus of § 6 of [5] and § 5 of [6] we have
Similarly it follows that (5. ) .
Simillarly we see for any 7?z^>0 3B (8) For k = Q by the consideration of Mizohata [9] Thus Theorem 2 is proved.
